
CTL®Chromebook NL71TW 
 
Do you need a versatile, efficient device at an affordable price? The CTL®Chromebook 
NL71TW delivers fast, smooth performance matching that of more-expensive machines. As 
such, IT managers will find that it can reduce costs in many ways. 
 
Fast, Smooth Performance 
 
The NL71TW’s fast, smooth performance means more time for getting work done. You can 
quickly load content-rich webpages, watch videos with brilliant playback, run graphic-intensive 
scientific simulations, and multitask effortlessly.  Because it works with Chromecast, you can 
easily stream media from your Chromebook to a TV. 
 
Versatility of Function 
 
With the integrated Google G Suite, you possess the tools to create and collaborate virtually on 
presentations, reports, and spreadsheets. You can access and share your work anywhere via 
Google Drive, and it’s always backed up. 
 
Main Features 

● 11.6" durable, scratch-resistant LCD Corning® Gorilla Glass® touch screen with 10-point 
multi-touch 

● The latest Intel Quad-Core 4120 Processor 
● Gigabit Wireless 
● The sturdy 360-degree hinge allows smooth rotation to and from laptop, tent, and tablet 

modes, all with perfect stability. 
● A world-facing HD camera and a front-facing FHD camera make video chatting and 

recording/editing videos simple. 
● Drop-resistant design 
● Water-resistant keyboard 
● Reinforced ports, hinges, and power plug 
● USB-C charging and up to 24 hours of battery life 
● An included Wacom® EMR pen makes it easy to jot down notes, create unique designs, 

and operate the device accurately and intuitively. 

Hassle-Free Setup 
 
Right out of the box, the CTL® Chromebook NL71TW is hassle-free. You can be up and running 
quickly, and once you log in, you get all your personalized apps, settings, and bookmarks. 



 
The Right Tool for You and Your Workforce 
 
The affordable CTL® Chromebook NL71TW is not only an efficient, user-friendly tool. Because 
of its affordability and performance, it can also dramatically reduce deployment, management, 
security, and maintenance costs for a business. 
 

--------------- 
 
IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you 
provided. Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever 
as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any 
legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you 
to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
 
SOURCES USED: (from client) 

The CTL Chromebook NL71TW features Wacom® EMR pen technology, Intels latest 
Quad-core processor, and Gigabit wireless. You can easily jot down notes, create 
one-of-a-kind designs, or operate the Chromebook with intuitive and accurate control 
using the included  Wacom® EMR pen. The NL71TW features a sturdy 360-degree hinge, 
which allows the unit to be rotated from laptop mode to tent-display to tablet with smooth 
and stable performance. The 11.6" LCD Corning® Gorilla® Glass touch-screen is 
scratch-resistant, durable, and has a 10-point multi-touch. One HD and One FHD cameras 
on the unit allow for a world-view recording or video chatting view. The NL71TW features 
our drop-resistant design, water-resistant keyboard, and reinforced ports, hinges, and 
power plug. With long battery life and USB-C charging, this unit lasts from an entire day. 
 
Hassle-Free 
The CTL® Chromebook NL71TW is hassle-free right out of the box—you can get up and 
running quickly. You get your personalized apps, settings, and bookmarks when you log-in. 
It works with Chromecast so you can easily stream media from your Chromebook to a TV. 
 
Built-in Applications 
Integrated Google G-suite gives you the tools to create and collaborate virtually on 
presentations, reports, and spreadsheets. You can access and share your work anywhere 
via Google Drive*, and it’s always backed up. 



 
Fast, Smooth Performance 
Two HD cameras. One world facing HD camera and one front-facing FHD camera for video 
chatting or recording and editing videos. 
The CTL Chromebook NL71TW delivers fast, smooth performance and incorporates Intel's 
latest Quad-core Intel 4120 processors.—which means more time for getting work done. 
You can load content-rich webpages quickly, watch videos with brilliant playback, run 
graphic-intensive scientific simulations, and multitask effortlessly. 
In addition to being an affordable device to purchase, the CTL Chromebook NL71TW can 
dramatically reduce deployment, management, security, and maintenance costs. 
 


